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Steve Flores is a partner in Winston & Strawn’s Chicago office concentrating his practice in employee benefits
and executive compensation matters.
Mr. Flores advises clients of all sizes, both in the public and private sector, on a broad array of employee
benefit and executive compensation matters, including IRS and DOL audits, ERISA’s fiduciary and prohibited
transaction provisions, HIPAA compliance, health care reform compliance, 409A compliance, PBGC liens and
penalties, multiemployer withdrawal liability, and the implementation, administration, and termination of
employee benefit plans, including tax-qualified retirement plans, defined benefit pension plans, multiemployer
plans, health and welfare benefits, employment and separation agreements, non-qualified deferred
compensation arrangements, stock options, and other incentive compensation arrangements.
Mr. Flores also advises clients with employee benefit and executive compensation issues in mergers and
acquisitions and lending transactions.
Mr. Flores received a B.A. in Political Science in 2003 from the University of Illinois at Chicago and a
J.D., magna cum laude, in 2007 from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where he was associate
editor of The Elder Law Journal .

Honors & Awards
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Mr. Flores received Winston & Strawn’s Pro Bono Commitment to Service Award. Mr. Flores was named 2015
Alumnus of the Year by Latina/o Law Student Association at the University of Illinois College of Law

Activities
Secretary of the Employee Benefits Section Council for the Illinois State Bar Association
Member of the Alumni Board for the University of Illinois College of Law
Member of the Hispanic Lawyers Association of Illinois and serves on the In-House Counsel and Law
School Committee
Hispanic National Bar Association, Deputy Regional President for Region IX (IL, IN, WI, MI)
Member of the University of Illinois College of Law LLSA Scholarship Committee
Member of Chicago Rotary One
Member of the Human Resources Management Association of Chicago-Total Rewards Interest Groupplanning Committee
Previously served as a member of Winston & Strawn’s Summer Program Committee
Provides pro bono services to not-for-profit organizations and asylum applicants

Publications & Speaking Engagements
A list of Mr. Flores’ recent speaking engagements and publications include the following:
“The Affordable Care Act – Compliance Challenges for Employers,” Winston & Strawn LLP eLunch, July
16, 2015
“Structuring Benefit Plans for Same-Sex Couples in Light of the Supreme Court Rulings,” American Law
Institute - Continuing Legal Education, July 8, 2015
“What practitioners and plan fiduciaries need to know about Tibble v. Edison International,” Illinois State
Bar Association’s Section on Employee Benefits, July 2015
“President Obama’s Executive Order on Immigration Enforcement: How it Affects Businesses and
Individuals?” 2015 HNBA Corporate Counsel Conference, March 20, 2015
“Structuring Benefit Plans & Avoiding Litigation in a Post-DOMA World,” ALI-CLE, January 28, 2015
“Qualified vs. Non-Qualified Deferred Compensation Plans – 409A, ERISA, and Government Filing
Requirements,” ComplianceOnline, November 5, 2014
“Supreme Court Rejects Special Presumption of Prudence for ESOP Fiduciaries,” Securities Litigation &
Regulation, Westlaw Journal, July 24, 2014
“Don’t be Blindsided by ERISA: Understand Your Fiduciary Responsibilities to your Health and Retirement
Plans,” ComplianceOnline, July 8, 2014
“PPACA Excise Taxes, ERISA Litigation and Same Sex Marriage Requirements for Benefit Plans,” North
Shore General Counsel Association, February 19, 2014
“Health Care Reform for Financial Institutions: What You Need to Know Now!-Fall 2014 Update,” Bankers
Web, August 2013
“OBAMACARE in 2014-Determining Health Care Reform’s Impact on Your Business,” Chicago Minority
Supplier Development Council, May 2013
“Health Exchanges, Essential Health Benefits and the Employer Mandate,” NFP, May 2013
“HITECH-HIPAA-GINA Final Rules Require Action,” Winston & Strawn LLP eLunch, May 2013
“Health Care Reform for Financial Institutions: What You Need to Know Now!-Fall 2014 Update,” Bankers
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“OBAMACARE in 2014-Determining Health Care Reform’s Impact on Your Business,” Chicago Minority
Supplier Development Council, May 2013
“HITECH-HIPAA-GINA Final Rules Require Action,” Winston & Strawn LLP eLunch, May 2013
“Health Exchanges, Essential Health Benefits and the Employer Mandate,” NFP (National Financial
Partners), May 2013
“Health Care Reform for Financial Institutions: What You Need to Know Now!,” Bankers Web, May 2013
“Health Care Reform – Important Deadlines and Potential Risks”, Filter Manufacturers Council 2013
Spring Conference, March 2013
“Employer Shared Responsibility Rules: Controlled Group Determinations and Coverage and Affordability
Safe Harbors,” Employee Benefit Plan Review, March 2013
“Proposed Regulations Affect Wellness Programs,” Employee Benefit Plan Review, March 2013
“Health Care Reform - Imminent Deadlines and Litigation Risks,” Winston & Strawn LLP eLunch,
February 2013
“Employee Benefits Legal Update - 2012 and Beyond,” Employee Benefits Association of Los Angeles,
December 2012
“Employee Plan Claims and Appeals Procedures: How Changing Legal Requirements and Best Practices
Affect Benefit Determinations,” HR Webadvisor, November 2012
“Annual Legislative Update,” WEB-Chicago-West Suburban Chapter, December 2011
“Defined Benefit Plans: What You Need to Know in 2011,” Plansponsor, February 2011
“FocusON Call: HITECH,” The ERISA Industry Committee, February 2010
“Fall 2009 Health Plan Update,” Employee Benefit Plan Review, August 2009
“New Wage Withholding Tables Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 Affect
Pensioners,” Employee Benefit Plan Review, August 2009
“COBRA Continuation Health Coverage Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act,” Employee
Benefit Plan Review, June 2009
“401(k) Participants May Sue for Breach of Fiduciary Duty,” The Corporate Counselor, June 2008
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Henry Talavera

Employee Benefits and Executive
Compensation

Shareholder
htalavera@polsinelli.com
Dallas
214.661.5538

Education
●

●

J.D., University of Maryland Francis King
Carey School of Law, 1989
B.A., magna cum laude, University of
Mary Washington, 1986, Phi Beta
Kappa

Bar Jurisdictions
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Maryland

●

Texas

Court Admissions
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U.S. District Court, District of Maryland,
1990

"I’m focused on resolving complex employee-benefits problems in
a practical manner for our clients."
Overview
Henry Talavera’s experience representing clients before the IRS and U.S. Department of Labor,
along with his prior experience as a federal government attorney, enables him to handle complex
issues for clients.
Henry has a broad-based, comprehensive practice that involves all areas of employee benefits
law related to benefit programs and arrangements for employees, directors, and independent
contractors. His extensive experience includes guidance relating to public, private, and taxexempt employers on the design, implementation, and administration of all types of welfare plans
and tax-qualified retirement plans, including defined benefit and plans intended to qualify under
sections 401(k), 403(b) and 457(b) of the Internal Revenue Code.
Henry has also worked extensively in the following areas:
●

●

●

●

●

Representing clients before the IRS with respect to employee benefit plan audits and
voluntary correction procedure filings
Designing and implementing executive compensation and employment agreements, including
equity compensation and deferred compensation arrangements for partnerships
Counseling clients with respect to federal health care and related laws impacting an
employer’s medical plans, including, but not limited to, privacy laws and the Patient
Protection & Affordable Care Act ("PPACA")
Negotiating employment and severance agreements for high-level executives and employers
Conducting due diligence and negotiating representations and warranties and covenants
with respect to employee benefits in mergers and acquisitions

Distinctions
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Selected for inclusion Best Lawyers in Dallas, D Magazine, for ERISA, 2008-2015

●

Selected for inclusion in Texas Super Lawyers, Texas Monthly Magazine, 2007-2015

●

Selected for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America®, Employee Benefits (ERISA) Law,
2006-2016

Memberships

●

American Bar Association
●

Section of Real Property Trust & Estate Law
●

Employee Benefit Plans and Other Compensation Arrangements Group
●

Chair, 2013-2015

●

Vice-Chair, 2011-2012

●

Liaison to Hispanic National Bar Association, 2014-2016

●

●

Plan Transactions and Terminations Committee
●

●

Tax Section
●

Co-Vice Chair, Committee on Governmental Submissions, 2015-2016

●

Co-Vice Chair, Employee Benefits Committee, 2014-2016

Dallas Bar Association
●

Executive Compensation/Employee Benefits Section
●

●

Director, 2015-2016

SouthWest Benefits Association
●

●

Fellow, 2011

Dallas Hispanic Bar Foundation
●

●

Chair, 2006

The American College of Employee Benefits Counsel
●

●

Vice-Chair, 2008-2009

State Bar of Texas
●

●

Vice-Chair, 2010-2011

Welfare Benefit Plans Committee
●

●

Continuing Legal Education Representative, Joint Committee on Employee
Benefits, 2014-2016

Board of Directors, 2011-2014

Gulf Coast Area TE/GE Council
●

Chair, 2009-2010

Michael Massiatte currently serves as Associate General Counsel at Tabletop
Media, LLC d/b/a Ziosk, a Dallas, Texas-based technology company with the
restaurant industry’s first entertainment, ordering and pay-at-the-table tablet
device. In this role, Michael provides day-to-day counsel and strategic advice to
company management on a variety of matters, including human resources,
corporate compliance and litigation.
Before joining Ziosk, Michael served as Chief Employment and Compliance
Counsel for Denbury Resources Inc., an independent oil and gas company
headquartered in Plano, Texas.
Prior to Denbury, Mr. Massiatte spent several years in private practice with law
firms representing clients in labor and employment, corporate, and commercial
matters, serving most recently as a senior associate in the Dallas office of
Hunton & Williams, LLP.
Before entering private practice, Mr. Massiatte served as a law clerk to United
States Magistrate Judge William F. Sanderson, Jr., United States District Court,
Northern District of Texas. He also served as a briefing attorney to Chief Justice
William J. Cornelius, Texas Sixth Court of Appeals.
Mr. Massiatte was named in Texas Monthly as a “Texas Rising Star” in
employment litigation defense in 2010 and 2011, and is a member of the College
of the State Bar of Texas. He is currently serving a second three-year
appointment on the State Bar of Texas’ Pattern Jury Charge (Business,
Consumer, Insurance & Employment) Committee.
Mr. Massiatte is a frequent speaker on employment law and corporatecompliance related matters. He received his J.D. from St. Mary’s University
School of Law (2000) and his B.A from the University of Texas at Austin (1997).
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Esther Contreras
Principal

Schaumburg Office
Tel: 847.734.8811
Fax: 847.734.1089
econtreras@masudafunai.com
Language: Spanish, French

Esther Contreras is a principal in the Firm's Immigration Practice Group, and provides immigration
solutions to corporate clients such as foreign investors, U.S.-based companies hiring foreign workers
and multinational companies transferring foreign employees to the United States. Her clients span a
wide range of industries, such as information technology, manufacturing, transportation and
warehousing, financial services, health care, retail, mining, education, technical services and the
arts. Ms. Contreras also represents executives, professionals, researchers, scientists and artists.
Ms. Contreras practice comprises all aspects of nonimmigrant visas, permanent residence,
citizenship and worksite enforcement.
Ms. Contreras is admitted to practice in Illinois and is actively involved in the American Immigration
Lawyers Association (AILA), currently serving as Chair of the Social Security Administration
Committee. Ms. Contreras is a former Vice-Chair of the Chicago Bar Association’s Immigration and
Nationality Committee and former board member of the University of Illinois College of Law Alumni
Association. Ms. Contreras provides pro bono legal services for The Joffrey Ballet and indigent
clients through Chicago’s Legal Assistance Foundation.
REPRESENTATIVE MATTERS


Secured L-1 approval for a General Manager of a newly established subsidiary of a Japanese
investor after an E-2 visa, prepared by another attorney, had been denied.



Counseled an E-2 Treaty Investor on the immigration consequences in light of their publicly traded Japanese parent company’s constantly fluctuating ownership.



Successfully registered an E-1 Treaty Trader and assisted the sole-employee of the U.S. entity
in seeking visa approval notwithstanding a brief period of investment in the United States.



Utilized a little-known legal provision that allowed a company’s employee and his family, which
included a daughter who would have reached 21 years of age and would otherwise no longer
have been able to immigrate with her family, to preserve a Western Hemisphere Priority Date
from before 1977 through the employee’s wife’s now deceased father so that the entire family
could immigrate immediately.

REPRESENTATIVE PUBLICATIONS


Co-author with Bryan Funai, “Creating a Global Workforce - Transferring Non-U.S. Citizen Personnel to the United States”, Business Law Today (January 2010).



Co-authored chapters on Immigration Law in Japan and United States (H-1B, L-1 and B-1),
Global Business Immigration Practice Guide (2012), published by Matthew Bender.

COMMUNITY SERVICE


The Joffrey Ballet (2008 to present)



Legal Assistance Foundation: preparation of U visa petitions (2012 to present)



Instituto del Progreso Latino: screen principally Spanish-speaking individuals for naturalization
eligibility at community organized workshops (2010 to 2012)

EDUCATION


University of Illinois College of Law, J.D., 2008



Universidad Catholic Argentina (Law Exchange in Argentina, 2007)



Northwestern University, B.A., 2002
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real challenges. real answers. sm

 A growing number of Americans are being hired
under flexible work arrangements. These can take
the form of app-based independent contractor
arrangements (such as Uber and Lyft), temp
arrangements, and the use of staffing firms.
 Benefits:
– flexibility and employers with lower costs

 Risks:
– heightened scrutiny in legislation, state and federal
agency enforcement actions
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What’s at Stake
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Employee v. Independent Contractor
 Non-tax: Employer generally has less responsibility for and
less responsibility to independent contractors.
– Liability for torts and contracts.
– Coverage of labor laws and civil rights protection, including ERISA.
– Intellectual property rights.

 Tax: Employer is generally the focus for both tax compliance
and the source of benefits for employees but not for
independent contractors.
– Employer generally reports income for and withholds taxes from the
employee (FICA, FUTA v. SECA).
– Employee may participate in, not sponsor, a qualified retirement plan.
– Reimbursement of expenses.

 May or may not be a tax. Penalties under Affordable Care
Act.
4
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Reasons Why Employment Tax
System (Withholding) is Important

 Compliance is high when there is withholding, but less
so when there is disclosure and no withholding (for
example, Form 1099-Misc).
 Bigger tax gap when no disclosure.

5
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Prevalence of Misclassification
 Individual income taxes account for about 45% of federal
revenues.
– FICA withholding funds OASDI and Medicare.

 GAO reports that when employer issued 1099-MISC, 84%
of workers reported most (77%) of their compensation.
When 1099-MISC not issued, only 29% reported their
income.
 2006 Estimated tax gap is $385 billion per year (16.3%
noncompliance rate), reduced to $290 billion after
enforcement action.
 Employee misclassification estimated by GAO to account
for $2.72 billion in lost revenue
6
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Determining Employee Status
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Distinguishing Employees from Independent
Contractors—Common Law
A master is liable to third persons injured by negligent acts
done by his servant in the course of his employment,
although the master did not authorize or know of the
servant's act or neglect, or even if he disapproved or
forbade it…And the relation of master and servant
exists whenever the employer retains the right to
direct the manner in which the business shall be done,
as well as the result to be accomplished, or, in other
words, “not only what shall be done, but how it shall
be done.” Singer Manufacturing Company v. Rahn,
132 U.S. 518 (1889), citing Railroad Company v. Hanning,
82 U.S. 649 (1872).
8
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Who is an Employee—Current Guidance
 IRC § 3121(d)(2): Any individual who, under the usual
common law rules applicable in determining the employeremployee relationship, has the status of an employee.
 ERISA § 3(6). An employee is any individual employed by
an employer. Similar definitions are contained in other
Federal labor laws.
 Many courts have found this definition to be circular and
completely unhelpful.
 Different courts and the IRS have developed lists of
nonexclusive factors.

9
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Determining Employee Status
 Reg. § 31.3121(d)-1(c). Common law standard.
– Right to control details and means of job performance.
– Right to discharge
– Furnishing of tools
– Furnishing of a place to work
 IRS--20 Factors--Rev. Rul. 87-41.
 Tax Court. 7-8 Factors. Weber v. Commissioner.
 Restatement of Agency, 2nd and 3rd.
 For ERISA, Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co. v. Darden
(1992), adopting common law standard, citing both Rev.
Rul 87-41 and Restatement 2d of Agency.
 Substantial overlap and agreement among the factors.
 All facts and circumstances are considered; no
single factor is determinative.
10
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Who is an Employee—Other Factors
 Require compliance with
instructions
 Training standards.
 Integration into business
 Services rendered personally
 Hiring & paying assistants
 Continuity of relationship
 Who sets hours of work
 Full time vs. available to work
for others
 Location of work
 Order or sequence of work
 Submission of regular reports

 Payment by time or job
 Payment of business/travel
expenses
 Who provides tools, equipment
 Investment in facilities
 Potential for profit or loss.
 May work for more than one
person at a time
 Services available to public
 Right to discharge without
liability
 Right to quit without liability.
 Provision of employee benefits
 Intent of the parties
11
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Right to Control
 Most important factor: Right to control the manner and
means of performance, details of performance, not just the
object to be attained.
 Control need not be exercised.
 In jobs having a high degree of discretion or independence,
only a lesser degree of control is required
 IRS focuses on 3 types of control.
– Behavioral Control. When & where to work, assistants, supplies, order &
sequence of work, uniforms & logos, degree of evaluation.
– Financial Control. Investment in equipment or facilities, reimbursement of
expenses, available to public, how paid, opportunity for profit or loss.
– Relationship of the Parties. Intent of parties, whether incorporated,
employee benefits, state law, right to discharge/quit, indefiniteness of
relationship, part/full time, location of services.
12
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Demonstrating Control

 Any fact or circumstance may be used to show control.
No single factor is determinative.
 Economic dependence is not relevant.
 Agreement of the parties. Probably determinative if it
shows control.
 20 IRS factors all may be used to show control.
 Change from employee to independent contract status
without significant change in control or compensation.
 Payment from third party customer, not employer.
 If the right to control the manner and means of
performance is present, the worker is an employee.
13
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DOL Recent Guidance under the Fair Labor
Standards Act
 The Department of Labor recently released guidance in
connection with the Fair Labor Standards Act
(Administrator's Interpretation No. 2015-1).
 The DOL used a “suffer or permit to work” standard,
where the goal is to determine whether the worker is
really in business for him or herself, or if he/she is
economically dependent on the employer.
 If the worker is economically dependent, the worker is an
employee.

14
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Non-employee Relationships
 Relationships contrasted with employees.
– Independent Contractors.
– Co-employment (employee leasing).
– Joint employer. But see recent NLRB decision impacting this relationship.
– Borrowed Servants.
– Lessees.
– Partners.

 Statutory employees and non-employees.
– Corporate officers.
– Full time life insurance salesmen.
– Government employees subject to Social Security withholding agreement.

– Real estate agents and direct sellers (statutory non-employees).
 Because its subjective, true status of a worker may be undetermined.
15
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Leased Employees
 Encompasses any of several relationships in which one organization
provides workers to another organization.
– Employee leasing under IRC § 414(n).
– Professional Employer Organization (PEO).
– Some other contingent workforce arrangement.
 Identity of employer is not always clear but generally determined using
same common law tests.
 Under IRC § 414(n), employee of one employer may be treated as the
employee of another if:
– Services are performed for the recipient pursuant to an agreement
(does not have to be written).
– Services are performed on a substantially full-time basis for a period
of at least 1 year.
– Under the primary direction or control by the recipient.
16
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Leased Employees, Continued
 Under § 414(n), leased employees are treated as an
employee of the recipient for most employee benefit
purposes but contributions and benefits provided by the
leasing organization are treated as provided by the
recipient.
 Leased employees are excluded from the Affordable
Care Act definition as an employee.

17
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Professional Employee Organizations
 Co-Employment
– The IRS does not generally recognize.
– Rev. Rul. 66-162 – co-employment can be recognized in limited
circumstances, one person employee of two entities, because
both had the right to direct and control.
– Professional Executive Leasing, Inc. v. Commissioner, 89 TC
225, 232 (1987), affd, 862 F.2d 751 (9th Cir. 1988).
– Chief Counsel Advice (“CCA”) 200415008 (April 9, 2004), joint
liability may be possible in PEO context.
– Sunshine Staff Leasing, Inc. v. Earthmovers, Inc.,199 B.R. 62
(M.D. Fla. 1996); and United States v. Total Employment
Company, Inc., 305 B.R. 333 (M.D. Fla. 2004). PEO found
liable with client employer.
18
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Professional Employee Organizations
 Joint Employers may be created.
– See NLRB Decision in Browning-Ferris Industries (August 27,
2015).
https://www.nlrb.gov/news-outreach/news-story/board-issuesdecision-browning-ferris-industries
– “In finding…a joint employer, the Board relied on
 indirect and direct control …possessed over essential terms
and conditions of employment of the employees supplied ….
 as well as …reserved authority to control such terms and
conditions.”

19
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Employee Plan Issues
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Misclassification of Employees as
Independent Contractors
 Risk of retroactive inclusion of employee at employer’s expense.
– VCP safe harbor correction for 401(k) plan is generally one-half of
deferrals plus all employer contributions plus earnings (special rules
apply to deferrals if correction is made within a certain timeframe).
 Minimum coverage/discrimination.
 Service crediting.
 Top-paid group for HCE status.
 Audit requirement (100 or more participant (eligible employees)).
 Coverage and discrimination for cafeteria and self-insured medical
plans.
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Misclassification of Independent
Contractors as Employees
 Universal availability of deferrals in 403(b) plan.
 Universal coverage in “qualified” employee stock purchase
plan (subject to minimum service requirements). Vizcaino
v. Microsoft Corp.
 FMLA and COBRA coverage.
 Plans adopted by the independent contractor are
invalidated.
 Most qualified plans now preclude retroactive coverage for
misclassified workers. Most welfare plans do not without a
wrap document.
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Misclassification of Independent
Contractors as Employees
 Non-employees may not participate in cafeteria plan.
 Group term life insurance is excludable only for employees
but coverage permitted for independent contractor if based
on prior service as an employee.
 Employer’s payment of health insurance premiums is
excluded only for employees under IRC § 106.
 Exclusion for amounts paid to reimburse medical
expenses applies to amounts paid by an employer. Nonemployee can still exclude under IRC § 104 by paying
premiums on an after-tax basis.
 Only employees may be granted incentive stock options.
23
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Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act
 An Applicable Large Employer (“ALE”) will owe an
employer shared responsibility payment to the IRS if it:
– Does not offer coverage to at least 95% of its full-time
employees and at least one full-time employee
purchases coverage through the Health Insurance
Marketplace and receives a premium tax credit (the
“No-Coverage Penalty”) OR
– Offers coverage to at least 95% of its full-time
employees but at least one full-time employee is eligible
for a premium tax credit (the “Inadequate Coverage
Penalty”).
24
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Applicable Large Employer
 Applicable Large Employer (“ALE”) has 50 or more full
time employees
(30 hrs/wk) in the preceding year.
– Includes full time equivalents for part-time employees, but excludes
seasonal workers.
– Total is reduced by 30 for purposes of classification and determining
assessment.

 Entities in same controlled group are aggregated to
determine ALE status
– BUT the potential liability for penalties is determined at the entity
level.

25
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ALE – Example
 Example
– Corporation P owns 100% of Corporation X
and Corporation Y
– P does not have any employees, X has 60
and Y has 40
– X and Y are Applicable Large Employers
– X provides coverage that satisfies the ACA
rules, Y does not. Only Y is subject to
penalties.
26
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Affordable Care Act —Premium Tax Credits

 An individual may be eligible for a premium tax credit if:
– he or she purchases health insurance through the health
insurance marketplace; and
– had household income for the taxable year that equals or exceeds
100 percent but does not exceed 400 percent of an amount equal
to the poverty line for a family of the size involved.
Family Size

2015 Yearly Income (400% FPL)

1

$47,080

2

$63,720

3

$80,360

4

$97,000

5

$113,640
27
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ACA - No Coverage Penalty

 No Coverage Penalty –
– $2,000 per year for each full-time employee
 Regardless of whether they were provided coverage
or if they enrolled in the Marketplace.

 Example
– BigCorp has 100 full-time employees and offers
minimum essential coverage to 94 employees. One fulltime employee purchases coverage through the
Marketplace and receives a premium tax credit. BigCorp
will owe a penalty of $140,000 ($2,000 x (100 – 30)) for
the year.
28
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ACA – Inadequate Coverage Penalty

 Inadequate Coverage Penalty –
– $3,000 per year for each full-time employee who
receives a premium tax credit for coverage purchased
through the Marketplace.

29
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ACA Employer Penalty- Application to Worker
Misclassification
 An apparent way to reduce or avoid penalty: replace full or part-time
employees with independent contractors.
 Historically the risks of getting the determination of employee v.
independent contractor wrong centered around the individuals who
were misclassified.
 BUT under the ACA, the risk of getting the determination wrong could
increase exponentially.
 If workers are reclassified as employees, this could cause the
coverage percentage to unexpectedly drop below the required
threshold.
 Result – Penalties would apply not just to reclassified workers, but to
all full-time employees (less 30), even when the vast majority of these
employees were covered.
30
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ACA Employer Penalty- Application to Worker
Misclassification
 Also, temporary staffing employees and challenges.
– Generally, the assignments should not extend beyond 13 weeks
– With limited exception, the IRS refuses to grant relief to employers
who use staffing agencies or similar in cases of reclassification.
– A link to two IRS memoranda follows, one of which was issued in
2000 and found that a staffing contract designation of employee
status was not “dispositive of the issue”:
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-wd/0017041.pdf
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-wd/1347020.pdf
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Pay or Play – Staffing Agencies
• IRS on the lookout for arrangements that purport to relieve liability for
penalties by splitting work between employer and temporary staffing
agency

• A determination that staffing firm employees can result in applicable large
employer member failing to offer coverage resulting in the A penalty

• Coverage provided by staffing firm to employees of a client employer
under a staffing firm plan will not be treated as an offer of coverage by
the client employer unless the fee the client employer would pay to the
staffing firm is higher than the fee the client employer would pay the
staffing firm for the same employee if that employee did not enroll in
health coverage under the plan

• Unclear what the additional fee must be paid
• Consider indemnification and other contractual protections
32
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ACA Employer Penalty- Application to Worker
Misclassification
 IRS Informal Comments on Temporary Staffing
– Alan Tawshunsky, Special Counsel at the U.S. Treasury,
indicated: “Offers by other parties on behalf of the employer” … are
treated as on behalf of the employer. For leasing organizations,
where usually” the employee's status “is determined by the
common law rule, which will often be the client. The leasing
organization can offer coverage on behalf of the client, but it will
only be treated as offered on behalf of the client if there's an extra
charge for people who are covered.” (Joint Meeting of Area TE/GE
Councils and Pension Liaison Groups, Baltimore, 2/28/14.)”
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ACA Employer Penalty- Application to
Worker Misclassification – Continued
 Example - An employer has 60 employees and 10 persons
treated as independent contractors. Minimum essential
health coverage is provided to all employees but not to the
independent contractors.
 All of the independent contractors buy coverage through the
Marketplace and qualify for the premium tax credit.
 Later, it is determined that the independent contractors are
employees. Covering 60/70 (85.7%) of the employees is NOT
treated as offering coverage to “substantially all” employees,
so there is a penalty of $2,000*(70-30) = $80,000 per year.
 If the next year all 70 employees are offered coverage but for
the 10 former contractors, it is deemed “unaffordable” for all
12 months, the penalty is 10 * $3,000 = $30,000.

34
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Certification With Respect to a Full-Time
Employee
• The IRS will contact employers to inform them of their potential
liability and provide them an opportunity to respond before any liability
is assessed or notice and demand for payment is made
• It is anticipated that additional guidance of general applicability will
provide that the contact for a given calendar year will not occur until
after employees’ individual tax returns are due for that year claiming
premium tax credits and after the due date for employers that meet
the 50 full-time employee (plus FTE) threshold to file the information
returns identifying their full-time employees and describing the
coverage that was offered (if any)
• Note that this is a separate notice than an exchange 1411 certification
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Tax Penalties for Noncompliance
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Potential Tax Penalties
for Incorrect Classification
 Employer is liable for taxes that it is required to deduct
and withhold plus penalties and interest. IRC §§ 3102(b),
3403. Reg. § 31.3402(d)-1.
 Failing to file the correct information return (i.e. the W-2
did not show the correct amount)(after 12/31/2015). IRC
§§ 6721, 6722.
– $250 penalty for the incorrect filing with the IRS ($3,000,000 cap);
– Up to $250 penalty for failure to furnish payee statement ($
3,000,000 cap);
– Penalty increases to $500 (or more) for intentional disregard
(which may be indicated by a failure to correct a return). No cap.

 Failure to deposit employer portion of FICA. IRC § 6656.
– 2-15 percent of the underpayment, depending on how late.
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Penalties, Continued
 Negligence penalty based on the amount that should have
been deposited. IRC § 6662.
– 20 percent of the underpayment.

 Interest at the underpayment rate based on the amount
owed. IRC § 6601.
 IRC § 6663. 75% penalty for fraud.
 IRC § 7202. A person who willfully fails to collect or
truthfully account for taxes may be guilty of a felony.
– Up to 5 years in prison and/or
– $10,000 fine.
– Fine may be increased to up to $250,000 under 18 USC § 3571.

 Applies to willful failure to collect or pay over employment
taxes. U.S. v. McLain, 646 F.3d 599 (8th Cir. 2011).
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Personal Liability for
Unpaid Taxes
 A person who willfully fails to collect, account for, or pay over
taxes may be liable for amount of the tax evaded (i.e., 100%
penalty). IRC § 6672.
 “Person” may include a partner, officer or employee who is under
a duty to perform the act required. IRC § 6671(b). Courts look
for someone with the status, duty and authority to avoid default.
– Does not require a bad or evil motive, but a voluntary, conscious and
intentional act, such as the payment of other creditors in preference to the
U.S. Westerman v. U.S. (W.D. Ark. 2/3/2012).
– Courts consider a non-exhaustive list of factors, including whether the
individual: (1) serves as an officer or director; (2) owns substantial stock in
the company; (3) manages day-to-day operations; (4) possesses the
authority to hire or fire employees; (5) makes decisions as to the
disbursement of funds and payment of creditors; (6) controls bank accounts
and disbursement of records; and (7) possesses check-signing authority.
Oppliger v. United States, 637 F.3d 889 (8th Cir. 2011).
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Penalties for Reporting Failures
• Each applicable large employer member is required to file 1094-C and 1095C and provide a statement to full-time employees
• Failure to file with the IRS (or providing incomplete or incorrect information)
can result in penalty of $100 (recently increased to $250) per failure up to
$1,500,000 (recently increased to $3,000,000)
• Failure to furnish timely or correct statement to employees can result in the
same penalty
• Good faith relief available for 2015 reporting
• Accordingly, the IRS will not impose penalties under sections 6721 and 6722 for
2015 returns and statements filed and furnished in 2016 on reporting entities that
can show that they have made good faith efforts to comply with the information
reporting requirements. No relief is provided in the case of reporting entities that
cannot show a good faith effort to comply with the information reporting requirements
or that fail to timely file an information return or furnish a statement
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required to file 1094-C

Tightening the Noose on
Noncompliance
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Questionable Employment Tax
Practice initiative (11/2007)
 QETP is an employment tax scheme or practice that has no
object other than to avoid federal and/or state employment taxes.
 Focus is on worker misclassification.
– Misclassification of employees as independent contractors.
– Unreported (Off-the-books) employment.

 Memorandum of Understanding among IRS, DOL and 37 States,
including Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and Texas.
– Share information; leverage resources (includes side-by-side
audits).
– Increase compliance, collect more revenue.
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Employee Tax National
Research Program Audits
 Adopted in 2009 after GAO finding of likely
misclassification of workers.
– 6,000 audits over 3 years.
– Large and small employers, governments also.
– Employment taxes.
– Focus on Worker Misclassification.
– Report due 2013.
– This type of audit is not ended by finding that Section 530 Relief is
available.
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Greater IRS-DOL Coordination
 IRS and DOL sign Memorandum of Understanding (9/19/2011). Also
signed by 11 state agencies.
 Objectives.
– Expand IRS-DOL partnership in Questionable Employment Tax
Practices Program.
– Reduce employment tax portion of tax gap.
– Increase compliance with federal employment and unemployment
tax requirements.
– Increase compliance with federal labor laws.
– Reduce fraudulent filings.
– Reduce abusive employment/unemployment tax schemes.
– Reduce worker misclassification.
– Reduce questionable employment tax practices.
– Create education and outreach materials and guidance for
employers and workers.
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IRS-DOL MOU
 DOL will refer to IRS Wage and Hour investigation information and
data that DOL believes may raise employment tax compliance
issues related to misclassification.
 IRS will evaluate referrals and may conduct examinations to
determine compliance with employment tax laws.
 IRS may share the DOL tax referrals with state and municipal taxing
agencies.
 IRS will annually provide DOL data relating to trends in
misclassification.
 IRS will provide information (other than return information) that may
be considered evidence of violation of a criminal law that DOL
enforces.
 Information shared is said by IRS and DOL to be not subject to
FOIA disclosure.
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Civil Lawsuits
 Watch the Civil Cases and Other Related Litigation from the
Government.
– Fifth Circuit applies contract law principles to hold that wages paid to medical
residents are subject to FICA under § 218 agreement between State of Texas
and Social Security Administration as they are not “students”. University of
Texas System v. U.S., 759 F.3d 437(5th Cir. July 16, 2014).
– Eighth Circuit remands to jury to determine whether Fedex drivers are
independent contractors. Gray v. FedEx Ground Package System, Inc. (8th Cir.
Aug. 21, 2015).
http://media.ca8.uscourts.gov/opndir/15/08/143232P.pdf
– Note lower court initially found drivers were employees under state law, but
based damages upon the “ERISA” benefits they would have received if properly
classified as employees. Gray v. FedEx Ground Package System, Inc. (E.D.
Mo. Sept. 5, 2014).
http://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=8497351377564157366&q=reginald
+gray+v.+fedex+ground+erisa&hl=en&as_sdt=6,44&as_ylo=2014
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Relief from Tax Penalties
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Overview of Relief Opportunities





Apply for determination of employee status (Form SS-8).
Relief under the Internal Revenue Code.
Section 530 of Revenue Act of 1978.
Tax Court review. IRC § 7436.
– Available if the IRS determination on audit that
 One or more (misclassified) workers is an employee or
 Section 530 relief not available.
– File petition within 91 days of notice.
– De novo review in Tax Court.

 Classification Settlement Program (audit).
 Voluntary Worker Classification Settlement Program.
 Does not address Non-federal income tax consequences.
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Statutory Relief
 IRC § 6205. Interest free adjustment permitted if
correction made by the return due date for the period in
which error was ascertained. Reg. § 31.6205-1(c)(2).
File Form 941-X.
 Credit for FICA and income taxes paid by employee
IRC §§ 3102(f), 3402(d).
– File Form 4670 to get credit for income taxes; Form 4669 for
Social Security contributions paid by employee.
– Credit is reduced if erroneously paid tax is not refundable due to
statute of limitations. IRC 6521.

 Does not preclude Section 530 Relief.
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Specific Relief for Underpayment
Due to Employee Misclassification
 IRC § 3509. If failure to deduct and withhold correct
amount is due to misclassification, employer liable for
taxes, but at reduced rates.
 Applicable rates.
– Income tax at 1.5 percent.
– Employee FICA at 20 percent of applicable rate.
– Percentages double if not reported to IRS.
 Relief under 3402(d) for taxes paid by employee is not
available—both employer and employee may pay.

 Relief under § 3509 is not optional.
 Relief not available for intentional disregard.
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Section 530 Relief
 Section 530 refers to a section of the Revenue Act of 1978.
 If the conditions for relief are satisfied, Section 530 allows
an employer to treat a worker as a non-employee even if
he/she would otherwise be classified as an employee.
– Applies both prospectively and retrospectively.
– IRS must apply common law rules to determine employee status.

 Applies only for employment tax purposes.
 Not available to statutory employees.
 If Section 530 applies, actual worker classification may
remain undetermined.
 Not controlling for purposes of the Affordable Care Act.
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Section 530 Relief--Requirements
 Must not have treated the worker as an employee for any
period unless there was a change in the working
relationship between the employer and the worker.
– All periods after December 31, 1978.
– Includes treatment of the employer and any predecessor.
– No individual holding a substantially similar position may have
been treated as an employee (including a consideration of the
relationship between the taxpayer and the individual).

 All returns filed for periods after 12//31/78 consistent with
non-employee status (including information returns).
 Reasonable basis for not treating the worker as an
employee.
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Section 530—Reasonable
Classification Safe Harbors
 Reliance on judicial precedent, published ruling, technical advice or
letter ruling issued to the taxpayer
 Past IRS tax audit did not result in an assessment attributable to the
treatment for employment tax purposes of workers holding positions
substantially similar to the position held by the worker in question.
 Reliance on long standing industry practice of a significant segment of
the industry in which the worker is engaged.
–
–
–
–

Need not be more than 25% of the industry (not including the taxpayer).
Practice need not have continued for more than 10 years.
Need not have begun prior to 1978.
IRS position announced 4/20/2011 is that the taxpayer must have known
about the industry practice before the taxable periods at issue.

 Taxpayer’s position must continue to be reasonable at the time the
position is taken.
 Some professions excepted.
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Section 530—Reasonable
Classification. Other Bases.
 Advice of attorney.
 Advice of Accountant.
 Personal experience in the industry.
– Alone not enough
– Corroborated

 State law determination that considered elements of
employer-employee relationship.
 We’ve always done it that way. No.
 Worker wanted to be paid as non-employee. No.
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Section 530 Procedure

 Written notice of Section 530 must be given at the
commencement of an audit.
 Burden shifts to IRS to prove relief is not available if
– Taxpayer makes a prima facie case that it was reasonable not to
treat the worker as an employee.
– Fully cooperates with reasonable requests from the IRS.

 In practice, once Section 530 relief was established,
there was no point in the IRS pursuing the matter to
determine whether an individual was actually an
independent contractor or an employee. With ACA,
there is.
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IRS Classification
Settlement Program
 Available during employment or TE/GE audit if examiner determines
that a class of workers was erroneously classified as non-employees.
 Acceptance is voluntary.
 May apply to one or more classifications of workers.
 May result in reduced employment tax liability.
 Form 1099s must have been timely filed (with de minimis exception).
 Closing Agreement required.
 Not eligible:
– Prior closing agreement.
– Issue of who is the employer, including third party staffing,
– Issue of whether the payments would be wages (S Corporations).
– Issues in administrative or judicial proceedings or litigation.
– Criminal investigation.
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CSP Settlement Offers
 If not eligible for Section 530 Relief due to inconsistent
treatment or cannot meet reasonable basis test, settlement
can be made for 100% of employment taxes for year under
examination.
 If the reporting consistency requirement is satisfied and the
taxpayer has a colorable claim to meeting the substantive
consistency and reasonable basis test, CSP offer is 25% of
employment taxes and penalties for year under
examination.
 In either event, use reduced rates of IRC § 3509.
 Liability limited to one year—other years closed with no
change.
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CSP Settlement Offers, Continued

 Business must agree to prospectively reclassify
workers as employees. Generally, at first day of next
quarter.
 Different offers may apply to different classes of
employees.
 Generally, corrected 1099s are not required for the
years under examination.
 After closing agreement, case may be referred to
Employee Plans division.
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Relationship of CSP to Section 530

 If Section 530 Relief is available, no assessment can be
made, closing agreement unnecessary.
 CSP available for employer who want to reclassify
workers.
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IRS Voluntary Worker Classification
Settlement Program (VCSP)
 Allows prospective reclassification of workers as employees.
 In exchange, the taxpayer pays 10 percent of the employment tax
liability that would have been due on compensation paid to the
workers being reclassified for the most recent tax year if those
workers were classified as employees for such year, determined
under the reduced rates of section 3509(a);
 Employer will not be liable for any interest and penalties on the
liability.
 Employer will not be subject to an employment tax audit with respect
to the worker classification of the class or classes of workers for
prior years.
 Does not provide relief for Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA).
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VCSP Eligibility
 Consistent treatment of workers involved as non-employees.
 Timely filed 1099s for previous 3 years.
 Employer is not under employment tax audit by IRS (and no
member of its affiliated service group is under employment tax
audit).
 Employer is not under audit concerning the classification of the
class or classes of workers by the Department of Labor or by a
state government agency.
 Taxpayer is not contesting in court the classification of the class
or classes of workers from a previous audit by the IRS or the
Department of Labor.
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VCSP--Other Issues

 No admission of liability with regard to IRS.
 Will need to enter into Closing Agreement with IRS.
 Closing Agreement is not binding on any other agency or
on the states.
 As a practical matter, notice of change of status must be
given to workers involved.
 Not binding on employees.
 Under IRC § 414(n), credit for prior service of a leased
employee may have to be counted.
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Proposed Changes
 IRS could write regulations on worker classification.
– Industry specific.
– Focus on problem areas.

 Could require prospective reclassification if there was a
reasonable, but erroneous, classification.
 Reduced penalties under IRC § 3509 retained but only:
– Taxpayer voluntarily reclassifies workers before contacted
by IRS or other agency;
– All Form 1099s filed.
 Penalties waived for small employers who have filed all 1099s
and reclassify.
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Proposed Changes, Continued

 Increased enforcement activity.
 Notice to new workers classified as independent
contractors of how they will be classified and
consequences thereof.
 Information that IRS has on reclassification could be
shared with DOL.
 Independent contractors could require withholding from
the employer if paid $600 or more in a calendar year.
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Conclusion
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Action Steps
 Greater enforcement activity is to be expected.
 Weigh cost and benefits of independent contractor
classification, especially in light of the requirements and
penalties of Affordable Care Act.
 Self-audit. Review all worker relationships that are (or
might be) characterized as independent contractor
relationships.
 Review all agreements.
 Engage qualified adviser to review facts and advise on
status of workers as employees or independent
contractors.
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Action Steps, Continued
 Seek out industry standards.
 Treat any wage-hour audit as a prelude to an
employment tax examination.
 Review plans (especially welfare plans) to include
failsafe exclusion of workers treated as independent
contractors.
 Amend plans to exclude employees if appropriate.
 For questionable (or worse) cases, or simply to avoid
risk, use VCSP.
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Questions

Henry Talavera, Polsinelli PC, Dallas, Texas
htalavera@polsinelli.com, (214) 661-5538
Steve Flores, Winston & Strawn LLP, Chicago, IL
Saflores@winston.com, (312) 558-6456
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Bylined Article for
Franchising World [to be published in February 2016 issue]
By Marlén Cortez Morris, Attorney, Cheng Cohen LLC
12-16-2015
Top 5 Labor and Employment Issues to Watch in 2016
2015 was marked with legal developments that will fundamentally impact employment
and franchise relationships. Five of the more significant labor and employment issues to watch
in 2016 are discussed below.
Expansion of Joint Employment. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) created
shockwaves in late August 2015 when it broadened the standard for determining whether two or
more businesses are joint employers under federal labor law. Under the new standard, direct or
actual control by each putative employer is no longer required to deem them joint employers.
Instead, indirect control or even reserved authority to control “essential” conditions of
employment will do. This includes control over personnel matters like hiring, firing, discipline,
supervision, direction and training, wages, hours and benefits, staffing, scheduling, and work
assignments. And the control, whether exercised or reserved, can be found in the way employers
use technology, tools, and resources.
While this standard applies only with respect to federal labor law matters, it impacts both
unionized and non-union businesses. Even companies that have no employees of their own can
be affected. What’s more, other federal agencies, including the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC), the Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA), and the
Department of Labor (DOL) appear to be moving toward broadening the test they use to
determine the existence of an employment relationship for purposes of workplace discrimination,
harassment, safety and health, and wage and hour laws as well. Even though the NLRB’s new
joint employer standard is being challenged through federal legislation, it remains to be seen
whether it will survive, be reversed to its direct-control standard, or be modified. Businesses,
unionized and non-unionized, franchise and non-franchise alike will therefore need to stay atop
of new developments in this area in 2016 so that they can take appropriate steps to reduce the
risk of joint employment liability.
Worker (Mis)Classification. The distinction between employee and independent
contractor is an important one, and one to watch in 2016. For years, companies have used
independent contractors instead of employees because of the various benefits that result from
such treatment. These work arrangements provide flexibility and cost-savings because
companies are not required to pay independent contractors minimum wages or overtime pay,
provide them employee benefits, or incur payroll taxes on their behalf. In addition, independent
contractors are expressly excluded from the protection of several labor and employment laws,
including some anti-discrimination and workers’ compensation statutes. But misclassification of
workers can be extremely costly, particularly now in light of heightened scrutiny about such
arrangements in legislation and state and federal agency actions.
In July 2015, the DOL issued new guidance significantly expanding the definition of
“employ” under federal wage and hour law, the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Under the
DOL’s new guidance, “most workers are employees,” not independent contractors. The focus of

the inquiry will be on the “economic realities” of the working relationship. So, if a worker is
“economically dependent” on the alleged employer (and most will be, according to the DOL), he
or she will be deemed an employee for federal wage and hour law purposes. Only when the
worker is truly in the business for himself or herself, will the worker be considered an
independent contractor. This new guidance will certainly have a big impact on the way
companies do business and lead to increased wage and hour litigation alleging that workers have
been misclassified as independent contractors. Employers should carefully review how their
independent contractor relationships are structured and documented to ensure proper
classification. Franchisors should also examine their relationship with franchisees to ensure they
aren’t exerting employer-like controls in written agreements, operations and training manuals,
and operational requirements.
Minimum Wage and Overtime Pay Exemption Changes. For 2016, the DOL has also
proposed changes to regulations that would significantly change which employees are exempt
from the minimum wage and overtime provisions of the FLSA. The proposed change to the socalled FLSA’s “white collar” exemption rule, which covers executive, administrative,
professional, outside sales, and computer workers, would more than double the salary threshold
for the exemption to apply. It would raise the minimum salary from $23,660 annually or $455
per week to $50,440 annually or $970 per week. It would also increase the minimum salary
from $100,000 to at least $122,148 for a highly compensated employee to be exempt.
Based on DOL projections, the new regulations could eliminate exempt status for nearly
21.4 million employees. All employers will therefore be financially impacted by these changes,
including those in the franchising industry. Hospitality and restaurant businesses, for example,
generally rely on the executive and administrative exemptions for employees who are
responsible for significant aspects of the business operations and for managers who supervise the
employees.
The DOL expects to release the final rule in July 2016. Once issued, employers will have
a mere 60 to 120 days to comply. It is therefore crucial for employers to not wait and take steps
now to plan and prepare for these changes. Employers should evaluate the potential costs of
these proposed changes and budget accordingly. They should also review their workforce to
ensure that their employees are properly classified as exempt under the new regulations and to
identify which employees currently classified as exempt no longer might be. This requires a
complex analysis that should be done with legal counsel, as it goes beyond salary and requires a
careful examination of the employees’ job duties. In addition, employers may consider options
such as workforce adjustments and restructuring of positions to minimize potential overtime and
ensure compliance with the new rules within budget, but again, working with experienced legal
counsel will help avoid claims or minimize litigation exposure. Franchisors need also consider
the extent of their involvement with franchisees about these issues so as to not run afoul joint
employment liability.
Paid Sick Leave. Although federal law does not currently mandate that employers
provide paid time off for illness to their employees, paid sick leave has become a growing
movement at the state and local level. Four states, the District of Columbia, and over 20
localities currently require employers to provide employees with paid time off if the employee or
his or her dependent become ill. It is expected that more jurisdictions will pass paid sick leave
laws in 2016; therefore, this is another area that employers should monitor.

Background Checks: Ban the Box. More and more states and municipalities are
following the “ban the box” trend and adopting laws that prohibit employers from inquiring into
a job applicant’s criminal history too early in the hiring process. In general, these laws remove
questions about an applicant’s criminal history from the employer’s job application and delay the
inquiry until later in the hiring process. Given this movement, employers should watch out for
developing laws and retool their hiring practices accordingly.
In the current legal landscape, businesses need to stay abreast of federal, state, and local
developments impacting their employees and independent contractor arrangements. It is all the
more important to periodically review handbooks, manuals, practices, and policies with legal
counsel to ensure compliance and avoid, or at least minimize the risk of, litigation.
Marlén Cortez Morris is an attorney at Cheng Cohen LLC and represents franchisors on
litigation and labor and employment matters. Find her at fransocial.franchise.org.
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I. Overview
[Insert Introductory Paragraph]
II. Amounts Paid to Employees that are
Subject to Withholding
A. Unless carved out by statute or
regulation, “all remuneration (other than
fees paid to a public official) for services
performed by an employee for his
employer, including the cash value of all
remuneration (including benefits) paid in
any medium other than cash.” See
I.R.C. §3401 and Treas.
Regs. §§31.3402(a)-1(b), 31.3403-1.
1. For examples of exclusions for
certain employee benefits,
see I.R.C. §§72 (certain annuities),
79 (group-term life insurance), 101
(certain death benefits), 104
(worker’s compensation), 105
(medical care expenses), 106

(medical savings accounts), 119(d)
(employer provided lodging), 120
(group legal services plan), 125
(services under a cafeteria plan), 127
(educational assistance programs),
129 (dependent care assistance), 132
(fringe benefits); see also Treas.
Reg. §1.501(c)(9)-6.
a. Practice Note: The IRS recently
updated Publication 5137
(January 2014), its guide on
taxable fringe benefit which
addresses determining the
taxability of employee fringe
benefits, as well as the associated
withholding and reporting
requirements. It can be found
online at the following link:
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irspdf/p5137.pdf.
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2. With respect to these amounts,
employers are required to withhold
and deposit income taxes pursuant to
I.R.C. §3402(a).
B. Wages subject to income tax are either
regular wages, such as an employee’s
salary, or supplemental wages. See
Treas. Reg. §31.3402(g)-1(a)(1)(iii).
1. Regular wages consist of “amounts
that are paid at a regular hourly,
daily, or similar periodic rate (and
not an overtime rate) for the current
payroll period or at a predetermined
fixed determinable amount for the
current payroll period.” See Treas.
Reg. §31.3402(g)-1(a)(1)(ii).
a. Previously, the tax community
often would take the position that
provided the employee has no
right, title or interest in them,
severance payments or
supplement unemployment
compensation are non-wage
payments subject to withholding.
See I.R.C. §3402(o)(1) and
Treas. Reg. §31.3401(a)-1(b)(4),
which require such amounts to be
“treated as if it were a payment
of wages by an employer to an
employee for a payroll period.
See also United States v. Quality
Stores, Inc., 134 S.Ct. 1395
(March 25, 2014) which held that
severance payments to
employees who were
involuntarily terminated due to
the bankruptcy of the company
were taxable wages for FICA
purposes. There is a more

detailed description of this case
below in Section VI.
2. Supplemental wages are amounts
which are not regular wages and
include amounts such as “reported
tips (except as provided in paragraph
(a)(1)(v) of this section), overtime
pay (except as provided in paragraph
(a)(1)(iv) of this section), bonuses,
back pay, commissions, wages paid
under reimbursement or other
expense allowance arrangements,
nonqualified deferred compensation
includible in wages, wages paid as
noncash fringe benefits, sick pay
paid by a third party as an agent of
the employer, amounts that are
includible in gross income under
section I.R.C. §409A, income
recognized on the exercise of a nonstatutory stock option, wages from
imputed income for health coverage
for a non-dependent, and wage
income recognized on the lapse of a
restriction on restricted property
transferred from an employer to an
employee.” See Treas. Reg.
§31.3402(g)-1(a)(1)(i).
a. Please note that employers are
allowed to treat tips and/or
overtime pay as regular wages.
See Treas. Reg. §31.3402(g)1(a)(iv).
3. For withholding purposes, such
amount is taxed in the year in which
the amount is so includible. See
Treas. Reg. §31.3402(g)-1(a)(1)(i)
and I.R.C. §3401(a).
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a. Withholding on amounts that are
includible in gross income under
section I.R.C. §409A should not
also account for an additional
penalty or premium interest tax.
See I.R.S. Notice 2006-100,
§III(B), 2006-2 C.B. 1109 which
states that “The amount required
to be withheld is not increased on
account of the additional income
taxes imposed under section
409A(a)(1)(b). Employees
should thus be aware that
estimated tax payments may be
required to avoid penalties under
section 6654.”
4. Amounts paid that are not wages,
that are also subject to withholding:
a. Payments which constitute
gambling winnings, such as a
company sponsored a “Biggest
Loser” campaign in which the
pot exceeds $5k. See
I.R.C. §3402(q)(1).
b. Distributions from a plan or
under an annuity which would
otherwise be exempt from the
pension withholding rules, except
that the distributions are made to
a nonresident alien or foreign
corporation. See
I.R.C. §3405(e)(1)(B)(iii).
c. Payments for which “backup
withholding” is required (i.e.
Interest or dividend payments,
royalty payments, etc.). See
I.R.C. §3406.

d. Voluntary withholding from
annuity payments which would
exempt from the withholding
requirements, apart from an
election by the employee. See
I.R.C. §3402(o)(1)(B).
e. Certain payments to a corporate
officer or highly compensated
employee under an employment
contract which are contingent
upon a change of control which
exceeds the applicable statutory
limit (an “parachute payment”
under I.R.C. §280G). See
generally, Rev. Rul. 74-252,
1974-1 C.B. 287 (severance
payments under a contract are
taxable).
(1) On a related note, payments
made in exchange for the
cancelation of the terms of an
employment contract are also
subject to withholding. See IRS
Info. Letter 2013-0023, which
can be found at the following
link: http://www.irs.gov/pub/irswd/13-0023.pdf; see also Rev.
Rul. 2004-110, 2004-50 I.R.B.
960.
f. Certain stock (or stock-based)
compensation arrangements
which benefit corporate insiders
of certain expatriated
corporations (i.e. foreign
companies owned mostly by the
owners of the former US
Corporation). See I.R.C. §4985.
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III. Rate of Income Tax Withholding on
Regular and Supplemental Wages

§31.3402(g)-1(a)(7)(iii). This
optional rate is allowed only if:

A. Withholding rates are determined based
on whether the remuneration is regular
or supplemental wages.

a. all supplemental wage payments
previously made by any one
employer during the calendar
year do not exceed $1,000,000;

1. The withholding rates for regular
wages vary from year to year, and
for each group of employees, can be
calculated use any methodology
under the regulations. See Treas.
Reg. § 31.3402(a)-1(a). For
example, the wage bracket method of
withholding can easily found in IRS
Publication 15. See Treas. Reg. §
31.3402(c)-1.
2. For each supplemental wage
payment, there is a mandatory flat
withholding rate of 39.6%, IF the
payment, together with all other
supplemental wage payments paid
by an employer to an employee
during the calendar year exceeds
$1,000,000. See Treas. Reg.
§31.3402(g)-1(a)(2).
a. Practice Note: This rate applies
without allowance for the
number of withholding
allowances claimed by the
employee on Form W-4, but the
employee may be offered the
opportunity to increase his
withholding rate (above
%39.6%) by submitting a new
Form W-4.
3. For supplemental wages, there is also
an optional flat withholding rate of
25% on any amounts not in excess of
$1,000,000. See Treas. Reg.

b. the supplemental wages are
either not paid concurrently with
regular wages or are separately
stated on the employer's payroll
records; and
c. income tax has been withheld
from the employee's regular
wages during the calendar year
of the payment or the preceding
calendar year.
d. See Treas. Regs. §31.3402(g)1(a)(7)(i).
IV. Rate of Withholding of Other Taxes
A. Taxes Imposed Under the Provisions of
The Federal Insurance Contributions Act
(FICA). FICA consist of of two parts,
the old-age, survivor and disability
insurance (OASDI), more commonly
referred to as social security taxes, and
the hospital insurance (HI), more
common referred to as Medicare taxes.
The OASDI portion is divided between
employer and employee, and the current
withholding rate is 6.2%. See
I.R.C. §3101(a). The HI portion is
divided between employer and
employee, and the current withholding
rate is 1.45%, unless an employee's
wages are in excess of $200,000
($250,000 for a joint return), in which
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case the rate increases to 2.35%. See
I.R.C. §3101(b).
1. For self-employed individuals, the
OASDI portion of FICA is 12.4%,
and the HI portion is 2.9%, unless an
employee's wages are in excess of
$200,000 ($250,000 for a joint
return), in which case the rate
increases to 3.8%. See
I.R.C. §1401(a) and (b).
B. Unemployment Taxes Imposed Under
the Provisions of the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA). The
FUTA tax is a joint effort between the
federal and state government. Currently
the FUTA rate is 6.0% on the first
$7,000 of wages. See I.R.C. §3301.
Many employers however do not have to
pay this rate, based on the credits they
receive for paying state unemployment
taxes. In fact, up to 90% of FUTA can
be offset by tax credits. See
I.R.C. §3302(c).
V. Failure to Withhold Taxes: Liability,
Correction, and Fraudulent Schemes
A. Accountability to the IRS. Logically,
the employer may find itself being
approached by the IRS seeking payment
for taxes if the amount withheld is found
lacking. There are however, a few ways
to deflect this approach.
1. If the required income taxes on an
employee’s wages are not withheld
by the employer or paid by the
employee, then the employer is on
the hook for the unpaid amounts.
See Treas. Reg. §31.3403-1.

2. If the employer can show however
that the taxes were paid by the
employee, then those amounts can be
abated. See I.R.C. §3402(d).
3. This liability may also be avoid, if
“the employer had a reasonable
belief (albeit an incorrect belief that
a particular payment was excludable
from income). See Mary B.
Hevener, More Carrots, Fewer
Sticks: Why Employers Should be
Offered in Payroll Tax and Executive
Compensation Audits All the
Protections of Rev. Proc. 64-22, 29
Va. Tax Rev. 187 (2009).
a. Practice Note: Employers are
responsible to ensure that tax
returns are filed and deposits and
payments are made, even if the
employer contracts with a third
party to perform these acts. The
employer remains responsible if
the third party fails to perform
any required action. If you
choose to outsource any of your
payroll and related tax duties
(that is, withholding, reporting,
and paying over social security,
Medicare, FUTA, and income
taxes) to a third-party payer such
as a payroll service provider or
reporting agent, visit IRS.gov
and enter “outsourcing payroll
duties” in the search box for
helpful information on this topic.
B. Accountability to Employees.
Surprisingly, the employee may also
seek to force an employer to pay
amounts it failed to withhold, depending
on the type of missed tax.
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1. An employee will generally not have
a successful claim against the
employer for failure to withhold
income taxes. See I.R.C. §3403
which states that each “employer
shall be liable for the payment of the
tax required to be deducted and
withheld under this chapter, and shall
not be liable to any person for the
amount of any such payment.” See
also Ford v. Troyer, 25 F. Supp.2d
723, 726 (E.D. La. 1998) in which
“the court discovered no authority to
support a private right of action” for
failure to withhold federal income
taxes.

filed, the employer will need to file
corrected statements.
1. Issue corrected W-2. If necessary,
the employer must issue a corrected
W-2 to the employee(s) (or former
employee(s)) using Form W-2c. A
copy of the Form W-2c should also
be filed with the Internal Revenue
Service on Form W-3c, either
electronically or through hard copy.
If 250 or more Forms W-2c during a
calendar year must be filed, they
should be submitted electronically
unless the IRS grants you a waiver.
The corrected forms should show the
actual amount of income that the
individual(s) received as well as the
correct amounts of income, Social
Security and FICA taxes that should
have been withheld and paid. For
more details, consult the 2014
General Instructions for Forms W-2
and W-3, which can be found at the
following link:
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irspdf/iw2w3.pdf.

2. Unlike income taxes, social security
and unemployment taxes “are
intended to fund the social security
program which is for the benefit of
the employee.” See Ford v. Troyer,
25 F. Supp.2d at726. Thus, the
court held that the employer can be
required to pay those taxes on behalf
of the employee. See id.
a. Note: The accountability to
employees however may survive
beyond a settlement with the IRS
regarding the same issue. An
employer may still be held liable
to the employees for failure to
seek a refund of overpaid FICA
taxes however. See Childers v.
N.Y. & Presbyterian Hosp., 2014
BL 173953, S.D.N.Y., No. 1:13cv-5414, June 23, 2014.
C. How to Make a Withholding Correction.
If an employer discovers a withholding
error in a prior year for which a Form
W-2 and Form 921 have already been

2. File Form W-2c and W-3c with the
Social Security Administration. The
corrected Forms W-2c and W-3c
should be sent to the Social Security
Administration. Use “Copy A” for
this purpose.
3. File a corrected Form 941-X,
Adjusted Employer's QUARTERLY
Federal Tax Return or Claim for
Refund.1 For the next period for
1

Or if applicable, file a corrected Form 944-X
(annual refund request), Form 943-X (agricultural
employees), 945-X (non-payroll withholding) or CT-
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which you will be filing and
reporting social security, FICA and
withheld income taxes on Form 941,
you should file a corrected Form
941-X along with the Form 941. The
Form 941-X will correct the amounts
incorrectly reported for the
individual(s). For the current deposit
to be made with the current Form
941, be sure to reflect the amount
adjusted and corrected on the Form
941-X. See generally Instructions
for Form 941-X (Rev. 4-2014) which
can be found at the following link:
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irspdf/i941x.pdf.
D. Misclassification of Employee as
Independent Contractor. Regardless of
when payments for services are made,
liability for withholding income taxes
will arise if “the status of employer
exist[s].” See Treas. Reg. §31.3401(d)1(b).
1. For federal tax purposes, the IRS has
indicated that it will consider all the
particular facts and circumstances,
and the significance that it will place
on each factor will fluctuate
accordingly. The factors generally
fall into three categories: (1)
behavioral control; (2) financial
control; and (3) relationship of the
parties. For more information,
please Revenue Ruling 87-41, and
the IRS’s Independent Contractor or
Employee? Training Materials which
1X (railroad retirement) to report corrections of the
corresponding forms. See also section 13 of 2014
Publication 15, (Circular E), Employer's Tax Guide.

can be found at
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-utl/x-2607.pdf.
2. If an employer has misclassified
employees, the IRS offers a
confessional type of correction
program which allows employers to
fix this problem in a relatively
painless way, the Voluntary
Classification Settlement Program
(VCSP). Under this program the
employer can reclassify independent
contractors as employees on a goforward basis, with limited federal
employment tax liability for the past
non-employee treatment. See
Announcement 2012-45, 2012-51
I.R.B. 724 (12/17/2012).
Specifically, the employer would
only gave to pay 10 percent of the
employment tax liability that would
have been due on compensation paid
to the workers for the most recent tax
year, determined under the reduced
rates of I.R.C. §3509(a). In return
the employer would not be liable for
any interest and penalties on the
amount, nor would they be subject to
an employment tax audit with
respect to the worker classification
of the workers being reclassified
under the VCSP for prior years. See
id.
a. Potential Issue: If the
misclassification program is
utilized, some courts are
E. Optional Corrective Refunds for Same
Sex Married Couples. As a result of the
Supreme Court ruling in Windsor
holding that DOMA is unconstitutional,
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some same sex married couples may be
eligible for income tax and employment
tax refunds where the employer has
included certain benefits as
compensation to the employee and taken
FICA and Medicare taxes out of the
amounts treated as taxable
compensation. Employers may also be
entitled to refunds for their portion of
FICA and Medicare taxes. For more
1. information, see Revenue Ruling
2013-17, 2013-38 I.R.B. 201,
available at www.irs.gov/irb/201338_IRB/ar07.html.
2. Notice 2013-61 provided special
administrative procedures for
employers to make claims for refund
or adjustments of overpayments of
social security and Medicare taxes
with respect to certain same-sex
spouse benefits before expiration of
the period of limitations. Notice
2013-61, 2013-44 I.R.B. 432, is
available at www.irs.gov/irb/201344_IRB/ar10.html. If an employer
still needs to seek a correction, it can
be done through the
3. Note that Rev. Rul. 2013-7 provides
that “If an affected taxpayer files an
original return, amended return,
adjusted return, or claim for credit or
refund in reliance on this revenue
ruling, all items required to be
reported on the return or claim that
are affected by the marital status of
the taxpayer must be adjusted to be
consistent with the marital status
reported on the return or claim.”
Filing amended returns as married
filing separate or joint may not be

advantageous to some same sex
couples. For tax years 2013 and
going forward, these married couples
must file using married status.
F. Injunctions to Stop Employment Tax
Pyramiding. “Pyramiding" of
employment taxes is a fraudulent
practice where a business withholds
taxes from its employees but
consistently fails to remit them to the
IRS. Businesses involved in pyramiding
sometimes file for bankruptcy to
discharge the liabilities accrued and then
start a new business under a different
name and begin a new scheme. To stop
the hemorrhaging of the public fiscal
state, the government may seek an
injunction, either as a stand-alone or
collection action. The goal is to bring
the taxpayer into compliance with
employment tax laws.
1. Prior to referring the matter to the
Department of Justice (DOJ), the
IRS may issue a Letter 903 warning
the taxpayer of the consequences of
failing to comply with employment
tax laws and may have already made
trust fund penalty assessments
pursuant to I.R.C. §6672.
2. Under I.R.C. §7402(a), courts are
authorized to issue injunctions as
necessary or appropriate for
enforcement of internal revenue
laws. Goals of such relief are to
bring a taxpayer into compliance
with the law, to collect taxes and to
shut down businesses that are
unwilling or unable to comply.
Defendants are violating the law by
not filing Forms 941 and 940 returns
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and, or alternatively, not paying over
withheld taxes. Violations will not
cease unless injunction is issued.
3. To obtain the injunction, the
government must show that it meets
the standard four requirements for
injunctive relief. These are (1) threat
of irreparable injury/lack of adequate
remedy at law - generally shown by
a large tax liability, lack of filing and
IRS’s administrative remedies have
failed to slow employer’s accrual of
delinquent employment taxes; (2)
threatened injury to the United States
outweighs the threatened harm the
injunction may do to the employer –
failing to enjoin employer will
permanently harm the united states
but enjoining the employer will place
employer onto a level playing field;
(3) substantial likelihood of
prevailing on the merits - shown by
history of employer’s failure to
comply with law regarding tax
deposits and filing; and (4) public
interest will not be jeopardized by
the injunction – importance of
maintaining tax system, preventing
involuntary subsidy on taxpayers,
and eliminating competitive
advantage from noncompliance. [Do
you have a cite for this? It is very
similar to the four factors used by the
5th Circuit in Allied Mktg Group,
Inc. v. CDL Mktg., Inc., 878 F.2d
806, 809 (5th Cir. 1989), which we
can use if necessary. Your list here
is more United States/tax specific
and in a different order. I see the
first point discussed in Section
5.17.4.17.1 of the Internal Revenue

Manual. Should we cite that as
well?]
a. The injunction will require
compliance with internal revenue
laws pertaining to employment
taxes, the taxpayer and its
officers will be subject to
reporting to revenue officer for
specified period of time, they
will be required to give
employment taxes priority and
not pay other creditors ahead of
IRS, will be prohibited from
transferring assets of the business
and will be required to notify the
IRS of any new or unknown
business. The court will retain
jurisdiction to enforce
compliance through civil and/or
criminal contempt remedies. See
Appendix A, which is an Agreed
Injunction Order.
b. Civil Contempt. The aim of a
judicial sanction for civil
contempt is full remedial relief.
The sanctions imposed may be
remedial or coercive but not
penal. Typically the United
States files a motion for order to
show cause. The Court can order
a fine or coercive incarceration
(up to 18 months). [Need cite
here.] In some instances, in lieu
of contempt, the injunction order
provides upon default the
taxpayer must cease business
immediately.
c. Criminal Contempt. The aim of
this sanction is punitive for
violation of a court order and will
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result in fines and/or
incarceration. In such cases, the
government must prove beyond a
reasonable doubt:
(1) A clear and definite,
unambiguous, order of the court;
(2) The defendant knew of the
order; and
(3) The defendant willfully
disobeyed the order.
[Need cite here.]
G. Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act
(FATCA) Aimed at International Tax
Evasion. Newly effective (July 1, 2014),
FATCA requires every foreign bank and
insurance company and other financial
institutions with U.S. ties to help identify
America citizens avoiding taxes through
the use of foreign finical companies. To
this end, the new law imposes a new
withholding tax on U.S.-sourced income,
if the financial institution refuses to
disclose account information of
American clients. See I.R.C. §1471(b).
While the IRS issued some final and
temporary regulations at the beginning
of 2014, there were some outstanding
issues that needed clarification. On the
eve of the effective date, the IRS
clarified that guidance by issuing two
sets of technical corrections and
amendments to temporary
“coordinating” regulations on the
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act,
one day before withholding and
reporting requirements go into effect.
See T.D. 9657 and T.D. 9658.

1. From an employer perspective, these
new reporting rules may affect the
structure and future trends of
deferred compensation.
VI. Recent Developments in Case Law
A. United States v. Quality Stores, Inc., 134
S.Ct. 1395 (March 25, 2014)
The Supreme Court, in a unanimous
decision, reversed the Sixth Circuit and held
that severance payments to employees who
were involuntarily terminated as part of the
taxpayer’s Chapter 11 bankruptcy were
taxable wages for FICA purposes. See
United States v. Quality Stores, Inc., 134
S.Ct. 1395 (March 25, 2014).
Before and following the filing of the
involuntary bankruptcy in 2001, the
taxpayer
terminated
thousands
of
employees, many of whom received
severance payments pursuant to two
termination plans. Neither termination plan
tied the payments to the receipt of state
unemployment compensation. In order to
receive severance pay employees had to
complete the last day of service as
determined by the taxpayers and the pay was
based on their period of employment.
The taxpayer initially withheld the
employee’s share and paid the employer’s
share of FICA tax on the severance
payments but later filed refund claims.
When the IRS did not respond, the taxpayer
sued for a refund. The Bankruptcy Court
allowed the refund. The District Court and
Sixth Circuit affirmed.
The Supreme Court reversed finding that
FICA’s definition of wages encompasses
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severance payments. Under I.R.C. §3121(a)
FICA defines wages as “all remuneration for
employment.” Under I.R.C. §3121(b), the
employment encompasses “any service, of
whatever nature, performed … by an
employee for the person employing him.”
Under this definition, and as a matter of
plain meaning, the Court determined that
severance payments made to terminated
employees
are
remuneration
for
employment. It pointed out that severance
payments
were
without
a
doubt,
remuneration, and it said that common sense
dictates that employees receive the
payments for employment.
The Court
pointed out that the fact that the severance
payments varied according to function and
the length of service of the particular
employee who was terminated showed that
the severance payments were like many
other benefits employers offer to employees
above and beyond salary payments. In
addition, treating severance payments as
exempt from FICA taxation but not from
income tax withholding would contravene
an earlier Supreme Court case that held
there should be congruence between FICA
and income tax withholding rules.
The taxpayer argued that I.R.C. §3402(o)
limits the meaning of wages for FICA
purposes.
Under
I.R.C. §3402(o),
supplemental unemployment compensation
benefits (SUBs), which include severance
payments, are treated “as if” they are wages
for income-withholding purposes, and, in
turn, are not covered by FICA’s definition.
The taxpayer read this “as if” instruction to
mean that severance payment falls outside
the definition of wages for incomewithholding purposes, and in turn are not
covered by FICA’s definition. The Court

disagreed and said that I.R.C. §3402(o) must
be understood in terms of the regulatory
background against which it was enacted.
I.R.C. §3402(o) was in response to a narrow,
specific problem regarding income-tax
withholding.
B. BNSF Ry. Co. v. U.S., 745 F.3d 774 (5th
Cir. 2014)
The Fifth Circuit held taxpayer is subject to
railroad retirement taxes on the spread
income relating to nonqualified stock
options (NQSOs) exercised by its employees
and certain moving-expenses it paid on
behalf of (or directly to) its employees. See
BNSF Ry. Co. v. U.S., 745 F.3d 774 (5th
Cir. 2014) (motion for rehearing en banc
pending).
Railroad workers are subject to Railroad
Retirement Tax Act (RRTA) instead of
FICA. Like FICA, the RRTA imposes a tax
on both employers and employees to fund
the employees’ retirement and disability
benefits.
Under I.R.C. §3231(e), compensation under
RRTA is defined as “any form of money
remuneration paid to an individual for
services rendered as an employee to one or
more employers,” subject to certain
enumerated exceptions. In the applicable
Treasury Regulation, the IRS has defined
RRTA “compensation” as having the same
meaning as the term “wages” in FICA,
except as specifically limited in RTTA. See
definition of “wages” above in Section II.A
for purposes of income taxes.
The parties disputed whether NQSOs or
non-cash benefits qualify as compensation
under RRTA. The Fifth Circuit found that
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the phrase “any form of money
remuneration” as used in the RRTA is
inherently ambiguous and awarded the IRS
regulation Chevron deference.
Thus,
NQSOs are “compensation” because they
qualify as “wages” under FICA.
In
determining the issue the Court considered
the structure of RRTA as a whole and the
exceptions that contained non-cash benefits
and noted that the structure of RRTA
supports a broader interpretation of
compensation.
The parties had agreed that certain moving
expenses (travel and lodging to a new job
location) were properly excluded under
I.R.C. §3231(e)(5) and were not at issue in
the suit. BNSF claimed that certain other
moving expenses were excludable under
I.R.C. §3231(e)(1)(iii) as bona fide and
necessary expenses incurred in its business.
The Court disagreed and found under the
specific-general canon and the rule against
superfluities that because there is a specific
exclusion
for
moving
expenses
(I.R.C. §3231(e)(5)) it is not appropriate to
include other moving expenses under a more
general exclusion (I.R.C. §3231(e)(1)(iii)).
C. Glass Blocks Unlimited v. CI.R., T.C.
Memo. 2013-180
The Tax Court held that distributions to the
sole corporate officer and shareholder were
not loan repayments but were wages and
were subject to employment taxes. In
addition, penalties for failure to file Form
941s and to make deposits were imposed
against the corporation. During 2007 and
2008, the owner of the corporation received
distributions that he contended were
repayments of loans; however, the court
found that the transfers in question were

capital contributions and not bona fide
loans. In determining that transfers to the
corporation were not loans, the Tax Court
looked at 13 factors typical of debt equity
analysis. There were no written agreements
or promissory notes supporting Mr.
Blodgett's testimony that the transfers were
loans and the court found that even though a
portion of the transfers was reported as loans
from shareholders on petitioner's Forms
1120S, that entry is of little value without
the support of other objective criteria. The
court also rejected the taxpayer’s argument
that the characterization of all the payments
as wages would constitute unreasonable
compensation.
D. Sean McAlary Ltd., Inc. v. C.I.R., T.C.
Summ.Op. 2013-62, 2013 WL 4052429.
Court determined that a portion of the
distributions
to
the
sole
shareholder/employee were for reasonable
compensation and were subject to payroll
taxes. The corporation did not treat any of
the distributions to the shareholder as
compensation.
The court rejected the
remuneration agreement between the
corporation and its shareholder as
representing a sound measure of the value of
his services. The court looked at various
factors and the testimony of an expert called
by the Government. The court also imposed
penalties for failure to file and to make
deposits.
The Special Trial Judge
recognized:
In general, an S corporation shareholder is
taxed on the shareholder's pro rata share of
the corporation's income, regardless of
whether the shareholder actually receives a
distribution. I.R.C. §1366(a)(1). Where the
shareholder is also an employee of the
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corporation, there is an incentive both for
the
corporation
and
for
the
employee/shareholder to characterize a
payment to the employee/ shareholder as a
distribution rather than as compensation
because only payments for compensation are
subject to Federal employment taxes. See
I.R.C. §3111(a) and (b), 3301; see also
Durando v. United States, 70 F.3d 548, 550
n. 5, 552 (9th Cir.1995) (a shareholder's
share of an S corporation's income is not
subject to self-employment tax). In such
instances, the Commissioner
may
recharacterize
a
distribution
as
compensation in order to reflect the true
nature of the payment. See Rev. Rul. 74–44,
1974–1 C.B. 287 (“dividends” paid to S
corporation
shareholders
treated
as
reasonable compensation for services
rendered and subjected to Federal
employment taxes); see also Veterinary
Surgical Consultants, P.C. v. Commissioner,
117 T.C. at 145–146.
E. Notable criminal cases involving
employment tax fraud.
Under I.R.C. §7202, fraudulent taxes
practices can be answered with a felony
charge (in addition to other penalties
provided by law) and, upon conviction, up
to a $10,000 fine, or imprisonment.
I.R.C. §7202 duties to withhold, account for,
and pay over are inseparable, and Breach of
any one is an offense. See United States v.
Evangelista, 122 F.3d 112 (2d Cir. 1997)
United States v. Thayer, 201 F.3d 214, 219220 (3d Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 530 U.S.
1244 (2000) United States v. Gilbert, 266
F.3d 1180 (9th Cir. 2001). Section 7202
applies only to taxes withheld from
employees, i.e., fiduciary or trust fund taxes.

Employer’s portion are charged as tax
evasion (I.R.C. §7201) or treated as relevant
conduct. Other authority exists under which
criminal liability can be pursued by the DOJ.
For false subscription, see I.R.C. §7206(1);
see tax evasion, see I.R.C. §7201; for
conspiracy, see 18 U.S.C. §371; for the
“Omnibus Clause,” see I.R.C. § 7212(a).
1. United States v. Quinn, 2011 WL
382369 (D. Kan. 2/3/11).
The defendant paid trust fund taxes
after § 7202 indictment for willful
failure to pay over, and then sought
dismissal because she now could not
be in violation of the statute. There,
the court held that “[u]nder a
common-sense reading, a ‘failure to
pay over’ necessarily incorporates
the concept of a deadline, as the
failure must be measured as of some
particular time.”
2. U.S. v. Weiss, --- F.3d ----, 2014 WL
2535409 (4th Cir. 2014).
Defendant was convicted of wire
fraud, money laundering, making a
false statement on a loan application
to a federally insured financial
institution, and corrupt interference
with the internal revenue laws of the
United States. Defendant appealed
the procedural reasonableness of his
sentence. Through his various PEO
entities,
at
least
twenty-two
companies hired Weiss.
Weiss
collected
funds
from
client
companies to pay the wages of the
companies'
respective
leased
employees along with a fee for the
payroll services.
Weiss then
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deposited such funds into bank
accounts he controlled. Weiss then
instructed
third-party
payroll
companies to actually calculate the
applicable state and federal income
tax withholdings. The third-party
payroll companies either paid the
employees their net income directly
or advised Weiss of the net amounts
due; thereafter Weiss would disburse
the net paycheck funds to the
employees. On many occasions,
Weiss failed to pay the state and
federal withholdings deposited with
his PEO entities to the IRS and
relevant state revenue agencies,
converting such funds to his own
use. Weiss stipulated for sentencing
purposes that the losses attributable
to him totaled $4,132,044.16 in
unpaid federal employment taxes,
$260,839.00
in
unpaid
state
employment taxes, and $559,663.02
in unpaid workers' compensation
insurance premiums.
The court
sentenced him to 185 months'
imprisonment; he appealed the
sentence, but the lower court was
affirmed.
3. United States v. Wilson, 118 F.3d
228 (4th Cir. 1997) (Attorney
evading client’s income taxes and
trust fund penalties).
Attorney committed affirmative acts
to mislead IRS and conceal client’s
assets.
VII. New Regulations governing
Professional Employer Organizations
(PEOs); Treas. Reg. § 31.3504–2

Designation of payor to perform acts
of an employer.
A Professional Employer Organization
(PEO), a name used to refer to a type of
employee leasing company, is a business
entity that markets its ability to provide
employee benefits and tax services to a
common law employer. Often the employee
leasing company will claim that it can offer
the services at a lower cost than the common
law employer could individually provide for
itself. These rules govern employee leasing
companies who perform the acts of an
employer on behalf of their clients.
The rules provide:
“(c) Effects of designation. If a payor is
designated to perform the acts required
of an employer under this section then
the following rules apply—
A payor must perform the acts required
of an employer under each applicable
chapter of the Code and the relevant
regulations with respect to the wages or
compensation paid by such payor. All
provisions of law (including penalties)
and the regulations applicable to the
employer are applicable to the payor so
designated with respect to the wages or
compensation paid by the payor; and
Each employer for whom the payor is
designated remains subject to all
provisions of law (including penalties)
and of the regulations applicable to an
employer.”
See Treas. Reg. § 31.3504–2(c).
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Companies that are processing payroll and
not filing From 941s under their EIN are
excepted from these provisions.

I.R.C. §3504 are liable for the
employment taxes on wages or
compensation paid by the payor.

The explanation
provides in part:

….

to

these

regulations

“Under I.R.C. §3504, if a payor pays
wages or compensation to employees
who are employed by one or more
employers, the Secretary is authorized,
in
accordance
with
regulations
prescribed by the Secretary, to designate
such payor to perform acts required of
employers
under
the
statute.
I.R.C. §3504 further provides that,
except as otherwise prescribed by the
Secretary, all provisions of law
(including penalties) applicable with
respect to an employer are applicable to
the payor so designated, but the
employer for whom the payor acts
remains subject to the provisions of law
(including penalties) applicable with
respect to employers. Accordingly, both
an employer and the payor designated
in accordance with regulations under

Under the proposed regulations, a payor
is designated under I.R.C. §3504 to
perform the acts of an employer in any
case in which the payor enters into a
service agreement with a client. For this
purpose, the term service agreement
means a written or oral agreement
pursuant to which the payor (1) asserts it
is the employer (or "co-employer") of
individuals performing services for the
client, (2) pays wages or compensation
to the individuals for services the
individuals perform for the client, and
(3) assumes responsibility to collect,
report, and pay, or assumes liability for,
any employment taxes with respect to
the wages or compensation paid by the
payor to the individuals who perform
services for the client.”
See T.D. 9662, I.R.B. 2014-16 (April 14,
2014), emphasis in bold added.
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